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If your analysis goes beyond the bounds of the maximum level within the ability of the HD DVD and HD Blu-ray discs, the main program is
automatically switched to the analysis module for the corresponding disc. Additionally, TMPGEnc suggests the main menu items to display while
analyzing your content during editing and output. During normal operation, the authoring process starts with import only, then DVD writing and other
editing operations are sequentially performed in this order. However, if the authoring process with the applied settings is not completed, the most
recently applied settings will be reverted to their defaults, and the user is required to input the required settings again. An output profile is a
configuration file that describes the settings for TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6. The output profiles are located in the folder TMPGEnc Authoring Works
6/Profiles on the disk, and can be customized for different output devices and resolutions. TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6 can merge, reorder, split, and
append all major and proprietary 2D/3D video formats. The supported formats include, but not limited to: MPEG-2, H.264, MPEG-4 AVC, Dolby AC-3,
XAVC-S, FLV, MXF, HDV, AVI, WMV, MPG, and MOV. The Authoring Works 6 has updated the Amazon Web Services for long running processes. This will
maximize your conversion time and minimize any problem due to timed out process. So much more efficient! A full color DVD menu (which changes
with a single click depending on the video content) can be created with the SMART menu system. Create different menu layouts for different
situations. With the help of a slide show option to view photos, a DVD slideshow is the perfect way to create a story about your family or social event.
With TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6's Smart Rendering function, you can specify the level of complexity of the DVD rendering. In the case of using a
standard Blu-ray writer, the rendered videos will be output with the higher resolution specified in the rendering.
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